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A Level Computer Science - Pre Course Material — to submit on Friday 8th September 

What will I be       

studying? 

Computer Systems - 2hours 30 minutes written examination worth 140 

marks - 40% of A Level 

You will study the characteristics of contemporary processors, input, output and stor-

age devices, along with legal, moral and ethical issues associated with Computing  

Algorithms and problem solving –2hours 30 minutes written examination 

worth 140 marks - 40% of A Level  

Study the elements of computational thinking, problem solving, programming and      

algorithms  

Programming Project - Non exam assessment worth 70 marks - 20% of A 

Level - to be carried out in Year 13 

You will choose a computing problem to work through where you will analyse the 

problem,  design, develop and evaluate the solution 

You may wish to look at the A Level specification on the OCR website which can be 

found using the link: 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-computer-science-h046-h446-from-

2015/  

What programming    

languages will be        

covered throughout 

the course? 

Some of the languages and logic that will be covered throughout the course are: 

 Boolean Algebra 

 HTML 

 CSS 

 JavaScript 

 Little Man Computer Instruction set 

 Structured Query Language (SQL) 

Mathematical       

Context 

Computer Science uses mathematics to express its computational laws and processes.  
There will be some topics throughout the course that will include mathematical       
content.  At AS those topics will be: 

 Boolean algebra 

 Number representation and bases 

A useful textbook is available (optional) which covers the skills needed for A Level 
Computer Science -  Essential Maths Skills for AS/A Level Computer Science by 
Gavin Craddock and Victoria Ellis 

Component 1 Task 1  Throughout the course we will be covering lots of key terminology.  In order to       
prepare for your first lesson you need to find the definitions for the following keywords 
used within the specification for component 1: 

Arithmetic Logic Unit 

CPU  

CISC processor 

RISC processor  

Component 1 Task 2  There are many different routes into Computing as a career path and it is important 

that when studying Computer Science that you are aware of the key events in       

Computing history. Look at some of the computing history timelines online.  Which 

stages do you think are the most significant?  Produce a computing timeline of your own 

with the key stages identified  including a brief description and the key dates.  You can 

complete this task electronically or by hand 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-computer-science-h046-h446-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-computer-science-h046-h446-from-2015/


Component 1 Task 3  We are going to be looking at the structure and function of the processor and it is    

important that you begin to have a look at the different processor architecture that 

there is.  Produce a document which explains the following architecture: 

A) Von Neumann Architecture 

B) Harvard Architecture 

Component 1 Task 4  There are different types of programming language, two of which are object orientated 
and assembly language.  Find out as much as you can about each of these and make 
notes on the key points you find about each: 

A) Object Orientated 

B)      Assembly Language—Little Man Computer 

Component 1 Task 5  

 

Computer Science is full of keywords and acronyms! You must ensure that you         

understand the following in relation to Computing.  Write down what each of these 

stand for and briefly explain each of them: 

 RAM 

 ROM 

 BIOS 

 TCP/IP 

 DNS 

 LAN 

 WAN 

 HTML 

 CSS 

 ASCII 

Component 1 Task 6 

 

For Component 1 you need to be aware of computing related legislation.  Research the 

following legislation describing each in detail and explain the key principles of each: 

A) The Data Protection Act 1998 

B) The Computer Misuse Act 1990 

C) The Copyright Design and Patents Act 1988 

D) The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 

 

Component 2 Task 1 Any program can be written in a structured way using just three constructs: sequence, 

selection and iteration.  Research each construct and give examples to support your 

descriptions  

Component 2 Task 2 Within programs there are local and global variables to store the values of data items 

and allow them to be changed.  

Explain the difference between a local and global variable.  Can you give some suitable 

examples of local and global variables within a program? 



Component 2 Task 3 Life makes us solve problems, often we do this without thinking about it, some problems 

require us to think a lot more in depth about the ways in which the problems can be 

solved and not all problems can be solved.  Problem (OCR Textbook).  Solve the prob-

lem below: 

I want to pave my patio.  It is 11.5m by 5.5m.  The paving slabs I want are square with a 

side length of 50cm.  I need to find out how many I have to buy.  How can I do this? 

Component 2 Task 4 Algorithms are sets of instructions that can be followed to perform a task.  Research the 

following ways of searching algorithms gathering as much information as you can about 

each: 

A) Linear Search 

B) Binary Search 

 

Useful websites http://www.teach-ict.com/ 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology  

Resources  You will be provided with the OCR A Level Computer Science A Level textbook  for 

the course  

  


